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• Clean areas to be repaired with a wire brush; 
chip away loose concrete; remove loose debris 
with broom or blow off with compressed air. Clean 
areas with heavy oil saturation or contamination 
areas with Tri-Clean Super or water-blasting. Dry 
areas completely. Using a small squeegee, fill 
cracks with Special Patch aggregate to grade. For 
repairs greater than two inches deep, fill only two 
inches at a time. (Prepare enough area to use the 
entire cartridge.)

• Remove cartridge set from foil bag and stand on 
end. Remove black retaining nut. Replace sealing 
cap with flow restrictor cap. Place static mixer over 
flow restrictor cap and attach retaining nut. (Keep 
static mixer pointed up until making repair.)

• Holding gun upward, place cartridge set into 
application gun. Gently squeeze trigger to
bleed off air and to start flowing materials into 
mixers. Do not point mixer upward after material is 
flowing.

• Apply Special Patch liquid directly to the 
aggregate and be sure to saturate all the 
aggregate completely. Additional aggregate may 
be added to repair areas needed. Work with small 
sections at a time. Do not stop flowing material for 
a period of longer than four minutes.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

CAUTION

Please refer to the SDS for more detailed 
precautionary measures, handling instructions and 
emergency procedures.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

FIRST-AID

Eyes: Flush with copious amounts of water lifting 
lids and removing contact lenses to ensure 
complete irrigation—get medical attention. 

Skin: Flush with water and then wash with soap 
and water, launder contaminated clothing before 
reuse—get medical attention if irritation persists.

Inhalation: Remove to fresh air—get medical 
attention. 

Ingestion: Get medical attention. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

STORAGE

Store in a cool dry place. Avoid excessive humidity 
or surface moisture.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DESCRIPTION
Special Patch is a 10-minute quick concrete 
mender for re-bonding cracked concrete and 
restoring the structural integrity of cracked 
concrete slabs. It is used on containment area curb 
edge joints; to repair and fill cracks anywhere a 
strong, quick-setting patching material is needed; 
even in freezers or outdoors in winter.


